"Every country, from the United States to China, must participate, and every industry, from oil and gas to tech, must be transformed," wrote Klaus Schwab, the founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum, in an article published on WEF's website. "In short, we need a 'Great Reset' of capitalism." - December 29, 2020 Build Back Better

- WEF Really Stands for “World’s Execution Force” | SOTN
WEF – World Execution Force

The International Organization for Public-Private Cooperation

The WEF is an international non-governmental and lobbying organisation[1] based in Cologny, canton of Geneva, Switzerland. It was founded on 24 January 1971 by German engineer and economist Klaus Schwab. The foundation, which is mostly funded by its 1,000 member companies – typically global enterprises with more than five billion US dollars in turnover – as well as public subsidies, views its own mission as "improving the state of the world by engaging business, political, academic, and other leaders of society to shape global, regional, and industry agendas".[2]

The WEF is mostly known for its annual meeting at the end of January in Davos, a mountain resort in the eastern Alps region of Switzerland. The meeting brings together some 3,000 paying members and selected participants – among which are investors, business leaders, political leaders, economists, celebrities and journalists – for up to five days to discuss global issues across 500 sessions.

- Our Mission | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- Partners | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- Platforms | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- Annual Report here.
WEF – Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman

- Klaus Schwab Was Henry Kissinger’s Pupil and the Son of a Nazi Collaborator Who Used Slave Labor and Aided Nazi Efforts to Obtain the First Atomic Bomb - Stillness in the Storm
- Now is the time for a 'great reset' of capitalism | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- BREAKING: Klaus Schwab Confesses to Criminal World Domination Plan
- Klaus Schwab Tells Global Leaders to Collaborate for World Governance
- The Davos dictators: How WEF clones control us under cover of Covid
- Worldview: Klaus Schwab – The Most Dangerous Man In The World
- Staring evil in the face – a closer look at the WEF and Klaus Schwab
- Klaus Schwab Openly Admits to Evil World Domination Plan
- The Great Reset | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- Klaus Schwab | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- Klaus Schwab says – You will Own Nothing in 10 years
- Klaus Schwab and his great fascist reset

FACT: Klaus Schwab was born in Ravensburg, Germany in 1938. His father was a hardened Nazi party member who served the Third Reich war effort as the director of Escher Wyss AG - an industrial company that manufactured flamethrowers to kill Allied soldiers and burn down villages.

“At the WEF Schwab boasted “The future is built by us, by a powerful community as you here in this room.”

“On the left, you can see the founder of the World Economic Forum, Klaus Schwab. On the right, his father, an intimate confidant of Hitler, the industrialist and fascist “Eugen Schwab” (who married a Rothschild) in uniform.”

Information based upon personal research – opinions are my own
WEF – Young Global Leaders (First-Level Grooming) Program

WEF Young Global Leaders Control the World

- Klaus Schwab Boasted in 2017 of Infiltrating Governments Around the World
- Great Reset: Globalist Klaus Schwab Explains Govt Takeover of Industry
- 1993-2021 List of WEF Young Global Leaders – “We Penetrate the Cabinets”
- WEF and their 'Young Global Leaders' program, who's on the list?
- Klaus Schwab Admits WEF Has Infiltrated Multiple Governments
- How the World Economic Forum Controls the World
- Global Tyranny: Meet the World Economic Forum
- The World Economic Forum (WEF) and its Plans
- Evil or just greedy? Time to talk about The WEF
- The Forum of Young Global Leaders
WEF – Global Shapers (Second-Level Grooming) Program

Born out of the World Economic Forum, the Global Shapers Community is a network of inspiring young people under the age of 30 working together to address local, regional, and global challenges. With more than 14,000 members, the Global Shapers Community spans 456 city-based hubs in 150 countries.

- Who are the Global Shapers? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
- Schwab’s Global Shapers Network Exposed!
- Global Shapers | Global Shapers

Leadership

The Global Shapers Community is governed by a Foundation board that includes leaders from business, government and civil society.

Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman, World Economic Forum

David M. Rubenstein, Co-Founder and Co-Chief Executive Officer, Carlyle Group, United States of America

Ellyn Shook, Chief Leadership and Human Resources Officer, Accenture, United States of America

Adrian Monck, Managing Director; Head of Public and Social Engagement, World Economic Forum

Juan Jose Pocaterra, Co-Founder and Chief Executive Officer, ViKua, Venezuela

Basima Abdulrahman, Founder and Chief Executive Officer, KESK Green Building Consulting, Iraq

Wanjuki Njoroge, Founder of People Planet Africa, Kenya

Eric Tse, Executive Director of Sino Biopharmaceutical, People’s Republic of China

Noura Berrouba, President, National Council of Swedish Youth Organizations

Tariq Al-Olaimy, Co-Founder and Managing Director, 3BL Associates

“By holding a meaningful dialogue, we are showing the world that these young people understand, as Canada does, that pluralism is the key to building resilient, confident nations around the world.” — Justin Trudeau, Prime Minister of Canada
COVID Orchestra – Board of Trustees

- Dr. David Martin - Follow the Patents, Then You Will Understand Covid
- Dr. David Martin: Who “They” Are, “The Names and Faces” | Algora Blog

1. Al Gore, Vice-President of the United States (1993-2001), Chairman and Co-Founder, Generation Investment Management LLP
2. Andre Hoffmann, Vice-Chairman, Roche
3. Angel Gurria, QED
4. Bill Gates, Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
5. Christine Lagarde, President European Central Bank
6. Chrystia Freeland, Deputy Prime Minister & Minister of Finance, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister of Canada
7. David M. Rubenstein, Co-Founder and Co-Executive Chairman, Carlyle Group
8. Dustin Moskovitz, Open Philanthropy
9. Fabiola Gianotti, Director-General, European Organisation for Nuclear Research (CERN)
10. Feike Sybesma, Chairman of the Supervisory Board, Royal Philips
11. H.M. Queen Rania Al Abdullah of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Queen of the Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Office of H.M Queen Rania Al Abdullah
12. Heizo Takenaka, Professor Emeritus, Keio University
13. Herman Gref, Chief Executive Officer and Chairman of the Board, Sberbank
14. Jim Hagemann Snabe, Chairman Siemens
15. Julie Sweet, Chief Executive Officer, Accenture
16. Klaus Schwab, Founder and Executive Chairman, World Economic Forum
17. Kristalina Georgieva, Managing Director, International Monetary Fund (IMF)
18. L. Rafael Reif, President, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
19. Larry Page, Google
20. Laurence D Fink, Chair and Chief Executive Officer, BlackRock
21. Luis Alberto Moreno, Member of the Board of Trustees World Economic Forum
22. Marc Benioff, Chair and Chief Executive Officer, Salesforce
23. Mark Carney, United Nations Special Envoy for Climate Action and Finance, United Nations
24. Mark Schneider, Chief Executive Officer, Nestle
25. Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook
26. Mukesh D Ambani, Chairman and Managing Director of Reliance Industries
27. Orit Gadiesh, Chairman, Bain & Company
28. Patrice Motsepe, Founder and Executive Chairman, African Rainbow Minerals
29. Paula Ingabire, Minister of Information Technology and Innovation, Ministry of Information Communication Technology and Innovation of Rwanda
30. Peter Brabeck-Latmathe, Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees, World Economic Forum
31. Peter Maurer, President, International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC)
32. Robert Mercer, Renaissance Fund
33. Tharman Shanmugaratnam, Senior Minister, Government of Singapore
34. Thomas Buberi, Chief Executive Officer, AXA
35. Yo-Yo Ma, Cellist
36. Zhu Min, Chairman, National Institute of Financial Research
Global Elite Organizational Structure

Mark Passio

“What On Earth Is Happening”
Global Elite Org Structure that Controls the World

https://humansbefree.com/category/finance

CIA Front Companies to carry out the UN SDGs

- CIA Front Companies

  Council on Foreign Relations (CIA bedfellow or, as this work suggests, CIA controller): Victor Marchetti/John D. Marks, The CIA and The Cult of Intelligence

  MITRE Corporation (hires retired spooks in quantity): Jim Hougan, Spooks

  Soros George and all of his associated soft power civil society and color revolution architecture worldwide

  Facebook WhatsApp and al corporations and bodies run or owned by Jacob Greenberg aka Mark Zuckerberg Multiple sources

  Amazon AWS, Washington Post, Amazon Web Services – Podesta, WikiLeaks Cover Operation, $600 Million buy in, 11-2018 Continued Expansion
CIA Front Companies to carry out the UN SDGs

List of Participants As of 18 May 2022
Davos-Klosters, Switzerland, 22 - 26 May 2022
[Official List of Participants (R148) (weforum.org)]
Global Coordination

The WEF Strategic Intelligence Platform

The Fourth Industrial Revolution Is the Technocratic Agenda
WEF – Platform to Coordinate Propaganda on a Global Scale

Psychologists say a good life doesn’t have to be happy, or even meaningful
WEF – Global Coordination through Strategic Intelligence

- Strategic insights and contextual intelligence from the WEF:
  - [Strategic Intelligence (weforum.org)](weforum.org)
    - Explore and get clarity on the most relevant strategic issues covering more than 250 topic areas.
    - Identify the most relevant publications, videos, data, events and stakeholders in those areas.

Information based upon personal research – opinions are my own
WEF – Strategic Intelligence Co-Curators and Content Partners

Co-Curators
Co-curated with leading universities and international organizations, including:

[Logos of various universities and organizations]

Content Partners
Amplified by machine analysis of more than 1,000 articles per day from carefully selected global think tanks, research institutes and publishers, including:

[Logos of various organizations]
WEF – Global Transformation Maps

- **Dynamic Content Demonstration:**
  - “Make sense of the connections between different economies, industries and global issues.”
  - “Provide a dynamic way of exploring the transformational forces that relate to a topic, such as Climate Change or Artificial Intelligence, co-curated with leading universities and international organizations.”
WEF – Global Transformation Maps (e.g., Health and Healthcare)
WEF – Global Transformation Maps (e.g., Net Zero Carbon Cities)
WEF – Strategic Intelligence (Industries and Forum Initiatives)

Information based upon personal research – opinions are my own
WEF – Strategic Intelligence (17 Sustainable Development Goals)
SDGs = Tactics to Implement UN Agenda 21 (2030) and the NWO

- **Measurement and Tracking Process:**
  - [2030: from technology optimism to technology realism | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)](http://weforum.org)
  - [Measuring progress towards the Sustainable Development Goals - SDG Tracker (sdg-tracker.org)](http://sdg-tracker.org)
    - The SDG Tracker presents data across all available indicators from the [Our World in Data](http://ourworldindata.org) database, using official statistics from the UN and other international organizations. It is a free, open-access publication that tracks global progress towards the SDGs and allows people around the world to hold their governments accountable to achieving the agreed goal.
  - [World Bank SDGs Dashboard: Track, Monitor and Report Data on Global Goals](http://worldbank.org)

Information based upon personal research – opinions are my own
The United Nations Agendas

A Totalitarian Map for the New Word Order

Under the guise of “Sustainability,” Agenda 21 is the hijacking of the environmental movement

The United Nations 2030 Agenda decoded: It’s a blueprint for the global enslavement of humanity under the boot of corporate masters
The New World Order by Ralph Epperson

Link to the book in PDF form: www.campbellmgold.com (lovethetruth.com)

The old world is coming to an end. It will be replaced with a new way of doing things.

The new world will be called the "New World Order."

This new structuring will re-distribute property from the "have" nations and will give it to the "have-not" nations.

The New World Order will include changes in:

- the family:
  - homosexual marriages will be legalized; parents will not be allowed to raise their children (the state will); all women will be employed by the state and not allowed to be "homemakers"; divorce will become exceedingly easy and monogamous marriage will be slowly phased out;

- the workplace:
  - the government will become the owner of all of the factors of production; the private ownership of property will be outlawed;

- religion:
  - religion will be outlawed and believers will be either eliminated or imprisoned; there will be a new religion: the worship of man and his mind; all will believe in the new religion;

The United States will play a major role in bringing it to the world.

World wars have been fought to further its aims.

Adolf Hitler, the NAZI Socialist, supported the goal of the planners.

The majority of the people will not readily accept "the new world order" but will be deceived into accepting it by two strategies:

1. Those in favor of the changes will have become seated in the very thrones of power, generally without the public realizing that fact;

2. The "old world order" will be destroyed piece by piece, by a series of planned "nibbles" at the established format.

The Communist Party is actively supporting the changes to the "new world order."

The basic tenets of Christianity, which were the base for the "old world order," will have to be eliminated.
Henry Kissinger and the New World Order

- Henry Kissinger — Top Architect of the New World Order - Humans Be Free
- Globalist Henry Kissinger Outlines “New World Order” - The New American
- The Kissinger Report And The World Population Control | The Wolf Report
- Henry Kissinger Calls for a New Post-Covid World Order - Global Research
- Kissinger's 1974 Plan for Food Control Genocide
UN Agenda 21 (2030) and the NWO

- **Executive Leadership**
  - Bill Gates, WHO, World Economic Forum are part of a criminal network of COVID conspirators
  - Ukraine is the Great Reset Laboratory of the Global Tech Elite
  - 19 Shocking Facts And Theories About The Bilderberg Group
  - Decoding Davos: The Global Endgame

- **Planning Documents and Technology Platform**
  - Salesforce Continues Commitment to the Sustainable Development Goals at Dreamforce 2019, Commits $17 Million and One Million Volunteer Hours to Address the World’s Most Pressing Problems
  - Online Platform (2030 Connect) | Department of Economic and Social Affairs
  - The Partnership Platform | Department of Economic and Social Affairs
  - WEF Planning Documents Exposed -- The New World Order Is Here
  - WHO and WEF Globalists Coordinate Their Global ‘Reset’
  - THE 17 GOALS | Sustainable Development

- **Program Goals**
  - WEF psychopath applauded at Davos for intention to reduce world population by 50 per cent by 2023
  - The World Health Tyranny: Towards the WEF “Great Reset of Misery”
  - Nikola Tesla the Eugenicist: Eliminating Undesirables by 2100
  - The global takeover is underway – Justice Truth News
  - 17 Goals to Transform Our World | United Nations
  - UNSDG | 2030 Agenda
  - The Globalist Agenda
UN SDG #1: No Poverty

**TRANSLATION:** Enact communism / welfare dependence, deploy universal basic income, centralize banks, IMF, World Bank

Put everyone on government welfare, food stamps, housing subsidies and handouts that make them obedient slaves to global government. Never allow people upward mobility to help themselves. Instead, teach mass victimization and obedience to a government that provides monthly “allowance” money for basic essentials like food and medicine. Label it “ending poverty.”

**WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**

- **Universal basic income**
  - Universal basic income costs far less than you might think. Here's why | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
  - A Critical Step in Salesforce’s Climate Action Plan (Reorient financial systems around a net-zero future)
  - World Economic Forum Plans to Send Whole World into 'Welfare State' With Basic Income
  - Why We Should All Have a Basic Income | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
  - Is universal basic income a good idea? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
  - Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff on Basic Income

**Country / Global Propaganda**

- **Communist manifesto, universal basic income, redistribution of wealth**
  - Universal basic income payments in each state in 2022 - a guide to cash ranging from $300 to $1,200 a month
  - New World Order Economy Includes Universal Basic Income and Vaccination Requirements In the U.S.
  - UNIVERSAL BASIC INCOME IS TROJAN HORSE USED TO ENSLAVE HUMANITY
  - Universal Basic Income: A Tool to End Poverty or a Vice for Government Control?
  - Closing the racial wealth gap requires heavy, progressive taxation of wealth
  - 9 Universal Basic Income Programs Happening Right Now
  - A Global UBI for a Global Redistribution of Wealth
  - Agenda 21, the Communist Manifesto of 1992
  - Global - The Racial Equity Initiative
UN SDG #2: Zero Hunger

Translate: Genetically modify food, internationally control through the UN, Codex Alimentarius

Invade the entire planet with GMOs and Monsanto’s patented seeds while increasing the use of deadly herbicides under the false claim of “increased output” of food crops. Engineer genetically modified plants to boost specific vitamin chemicals while having no idea of the long-term consequences of genetic pollution or cross-species genetic experiments carried out openly in a fragile ecosystem.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - Cultured, lab grown meat and insects
    - [Our Mission – About Us | Aleph Farms – Sustainability (aleph-farms.com) Lab-grown meat: How is it produced? | World Economic Forum](#)
    - [Eat The Bugs: World Economic Forum Claims Bugs Are Our Future In Another Great Reset](#)
    - Good grub: why we might be eating insects soon | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - World Economic Forum’s ‘Great Reset’ Plan for Big Food Benefits Industry, Not People
    - When will we be eating lab-grown meat? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - Binomial raises $3.5 million from Bill Gates' investment firm (cnbc.com)
    - Plant-based food company Eat Just nabs $200 million investment
    - Klaus Schwab’S WEF PUSHING EATING INSECTS AGAIN
    - Can lab grown meat from animal cells be halal?

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - Synthetic food, controlling the food supply chain, DNA modification
    - [NEW Controlled Food System Is Now In Place And They Will Stop At Nothing To Accelerate Their Control | “Who controls the food supply controls the people; who controls the energy can control whole continents; who controls money can control the world.” Kissinger’s 1974 Plan for Food Control Genocide](#)
    - Food made from, quite literally, thin air (co-nxt.com) Globalists Are Taking Over the Food System — It’s Part of Their Plan to Control You
    - 'Cultivated meat will become a necessity’: Aleph Farms discusses its commitment to net-zero emissions
    - GMO, IP Management, EU - GMO ingredient database promises full supply chain traceability
    - President Of The Rockefeller Foundation Warns “Massive Food Crisis” Is On The Horizon
    - Depopulationist Bill Gates, Fake Meat, Fake Breast Milk, and Food Shortages
    - The future of food is synthetic, Molecular food construction is the next...
    - The Cricket Lab – Laboratory – Cricket Lab – A Farm of the Future
    - Cultured Meat Is Coming Soon: Here’s What You Need to Know
    - Don’t Be Fooled: Lab-Grown Meat Is a Disaster in the Making
    - Bill Gates thinks we should start eating synthetic beef
    - Can Artificial Food Put an End to Famine?
    - How GMO Foods Damage Human DNA
    - Food, Genetically modified
    - GMO, IP Management, EU
UN SDG #2: Zero Hunger

TRANSLATION: Genetically modify food, internationally control through the UN, Codex Alimentarius
UN SDG #3: Good Health and Well-Being

TRANSLATION: Force (mass and endless) vaccinations, launch the Digital ID, create a Global Surveillance State

Mandate 100+ vaccines for all children and adults at gunpoint, threatening parents with arrest and imprisonment if they refuse to cooperate. Push heavy medication use on children and teens while rolling out “screening” programs. Call mass medication “prevention” programs and claim they improve the health of citizens.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - ID2020 alliance, contact tracking, global health record, unified health scoring, compliance
    - COVID-19 Healthcare Coalition Forms to Support the U.S. Healthcare System | MITRE
    - Great Reset in Action: World Economic Forum’s Communist ‘Digital Identity’ Scheme
    - No Cost COVID-19 Care Response Solution for Health Systems - Salesforce Blog
    - Pfizer Pills With Chips to Verify Compliance Presented at WEF Annual Meeting
    - FAQ: How Salesforce Is Supporting Vaccine Management - Salesforce News
    - ID2020 | Alliance & Governance (GAVI, Microsoft, Rockefeller, Accenture)
    - Oracle | Larry Ellison: Oracle developing national health records database
    - Salesforce Safety Cloud: Bring employees and customers together, safely.
    - Vaccination card group includes Microsoft, Mayo, Epic, Oracle, and more
    - Contact Tracing System - Protect Your Employees - Salesforce.com
    - WEF Reports: Triple vaccination required to enter!

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - ID2020, global health infrastructure, the WHO, SMART health cards
    - Durbin And Bill Gates Talk Global Health, Increasing Public Health Infrastructures Worldwide
    - Agenda ID2020 of the “One World Order”: The 101 to Understanding Its Implications
    - WHO finally admits the problem of PCR tests | Covid Call To Humanity
    - ‘SMART Health Cards’ Raise Concerns About Invasive Tech
    - Biden Prepares To Hand America’s Sovereignty to the WHO
    - WHO Treaty Seeks Total Control Over Global Health
    - COVID Vaccine: The real danger is ID2020
    - EU Digital COVID Certificate
    - SMART Health Cards
UN SDG #3: Good Health and Well-Being

TRANSLATION: Force (mass and endless) vaccinations, launch the Digital ID, create a Global Surveillance State


Both were filed and updated years ago, but they were SCHEDULED to be made public in September 2020. This is sufficient evidence that they knew in 2015 what's going to happen in September 2020!

Vaccination Card Group Includes Microsoft, Mayo, Epic, Oracle, And More

The WHO Treaty Is Tied to a Global Digital Passport and Digital ID System
UN SDG #4: Quality Education

TRANSLATION: Deploy mass indoctrination, UN propaganda, brainwashing through compulsory education

*Push a false history and a dumbed-down education under “Common Core” education standards that produce obedient workers rather than independent thinkers. Never let people learn real history, or else they might realize they don’t want to repeat it.*

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - **Censorship, indoctrination**
    - World Economic Forum Unveils Orwellian ‘Global Coalition for Digital Safety’ to Censor Independent
    - World Economic Forum makes censorship pledge to ”tackle harmful content and conduct online“
    - Accenture, Salesforce Build World Economic Forum Social Media Wall
    - Controlling Minds Using Sound Waves By the World Economic Forum
    - WEF wants to brainwash students on the metaverse
    - Complete Guide to Salesforce Campaign Influence
    - Marketing cloud indoctrination salesforce
    - Indoctrination campaigns salesforce

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - **Tavistock Institute, Council on Foreign Relations, mind control**
    - WikiLeaks Exposes How Council on Foreign Relations Controls Most All Mainstream Media
    - The Council on Foreign Relations - The CFR controlled Media
    - 6 Corporations Own the Media & Most Scientific Publications
    - MIND CONTROL : The Tavistock Institute Of Mind Control
    - These 6 Corporations Control 90% of the Media in America
    - Tavistock the shadow behind the shadow government
    - Tavistock: The Best Kept Secret in America
    - Tavistock Institute

Information based upon personal research – opinions are my own
UN SDG #4: Quality Education

TRANSLATION: Deploy mass indoctrination, UN propaganda, brainwashing through compulsory education
UN SDG #5: Gender Equality

TRANSLATION: Destroy the nuclear family, control populations through forced “family planning”

Criminalize Christianity, marginalize heterosexuality, demonize males and promote the LGBT agenda everywhere. The real goal is never “equality” but rather the marginalization and shaming of anyone who expresses any male characteristics whatsoever. The ultimate goal is to feminize society, creating widespread acceptance of “gentle obedience” along with the self-weakening ideas of communal property and “sharing” everything. Because only male energy has the strength to rise up against oppression and fight for human rights, the suppression of male energy is key to keeping the population in a state of eternal acquiescence.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - **Gender gap, transgenderism**
    - How can we make inclusive workplaces for transgender people? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - What is the gender gap and why is it important to understand? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - Transgender rights: Salesforce introduces $55,000 package to support transitioning employees
    - Announcing New Gender Inclusive Benefits for Salesforce Employees - Salesforce News
    - Accenture expands LGBTQIA support in Phl, introduces new trans health benefits

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - **Transgenderism, parental rights, dismantle family unit**
    - DESTRUCTION OF THE FAMILY: THE U.S. HAS THE HIGHEST RATE OF CHILDREN LIVING WITH A SINGLE PARENT IN THE ENTIRE WORLD
    - How the Liberals Plan to Destroy the Family: When the Parents Are No Longer the Parents | The Common Sense Show
    - Listen up Parents, Your Rights Have Been Suspended, Colorado Bill Requires "Re-Education" for Parents Who Refuse
    - Black Lives Matter’s Goal to ‘Disrupt’ the Nuclear Family Fits a Marxist Aim That Goes Back a Century and a Half
    - Republic Broadcasting Network » The Real Reason Behind the Transgender Agenda
    - Not just a phase: Corporate America is all-in on the transgender children agenda
    - Metaverse: Globalists Push “Virtual Babies” to Destroy Nuclear Family
    - Feminism, Communism and the Destruction of the Nuclear Family
    - The endgame of transgender ideology is to dismantle the family
    - 10 Reasons Why Transgenderism Is the Family’s Worst Enemy
    - How the United Nations Promotes an Anti-Family Agenda
    - Destruction of traditional family | New World Order Wiki
    - A De-Sexed Society is a De-Humanized Society
    - destruction of family | Agenda 21 Course
UN SDG #6: Clean Water and Sanitation

TRANSLATION: Control and ration water, privatize all water sources

Allow powerful corporations to seize control of the world’s water supplies and charge monopoly prices to “build new water delivery infrastructure” that “ensures availability.”

• WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda
  ▫ Universal access to water
    • Thought water scarcity was a developing world problem only? Think again | World Economic Forum
    • Salesforce Unveils New Policy Priorities to Protect the Ocean
    • United Utilities taps into new efficiencies with Salesforce

• Country / Global Propaganda
  ▫ Systems to control water
    • From local to virtual water control: The globalization of water insecurity and water access conflicts
    • Water, Energy, Medicine: The Resources They’re Using to Build Control Mechanisms
    • The New “Water Barons”: Wall Street Mega-Banks are Buying up the World’s Water
    • California tells farmers to expect no surface water deliveries in 2022
    • There is Poison in the Tap Water - New World Order Information
    • GLOBALISTS POISONING WATER WITH GRAPHENE OXIDE
    • Weather Manipulation, Geo-Engineering, Weaponized Weather
    • Discover bill gates buying land to control water's popular videos
    • NWO Seeking Control of Earth’s Water – American Free Press
    • Open Voice - How Globalists and Technocrats are planning
    • Global Water Alliance - Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
    • Those who control oil and water will control the world
    • Water rationing may become the new normal
    • Global-scale water monitoring in the cloud
    • Globalists Coming for your WATER!
    • New World War: Weather Warfare
UN SDG #7: Affordable and Clean Energy
TRANSLATION: Stifle energy progress through SMART grid surveillance, SMART meters, hook everything to IoT, 5G/6G

Penalize coal, gas and oil while pushing doomed-to-fail “green” energy subsidies to brain-dead startups who all go bankrupt in five years or less. The green startups make for impressive speeches and media coverage, but because these companies are led by corrupt idiots rather than capable entrepreneurs, they always go broke.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - **Carbon footprint tracking, Orwellian global control**
    - WEF Panelist Brags About Development of ‘Carbon Footprint Tracker’ To Monitor Your Travel, Diet & Spending Habits
    - Sustainability Cloud Scope 3 Hub and New Climate Commitments to Create a More Sustainable Future
    - WEF Globalists Debut Their Perfect Future: Carbon Footprint Tracker, 'Recalibration' of Free Speech
    - World Economic Forum… Humans to be integrated with smartphone technology by 2030 using 6G
    - Klaus Schwabs org endorses new credit card that shuts off when you violate your carbon limit
    - World Economic Forum Announces Creation of Orwellian ‘Global Coalition for Digital Safety’
    - Carbon Accounting - Measure & Reduce Your Carbon Footprint - Salesforce EMEA
    - 'Individual Carbon Footprint Tracker, Stay Tuned': Alibaba Pres at WEF 2022
    - New WEF report provides roadmap to net-zero carbon cities
    - Net Zero Cloud Overview

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - **Digital prisons, SMART grid tracking, social credits, 5G/6G**
    - Climate TRACE: A Framework for ESG Initiatives and Social & Climate Credit System
    - Energy & Climate Intelligence Unit | Net Zero (Global) Tracking Scorecard
    - The truth about smart cities: ‘In the end, they will destroy democracy'
    - Smart Meter Radiation - The Definitive Guide - EMF Academy
    - Smart Digital Grids Are The Bloodline Of The Net-Zero World
    - 5G, AI, and the New World Order Internet of Things
    - Smart Cities: Digital Prisons of The Great Reset
UN SDG #7: Affordable and Clean Energy

TRANSLATION: Stifle energy progress through SMART grid surveillance, SMART meters, hook everything to IoT, 5G/6G
UN SDG #8: Decent Work through Economic Growth

TRANSLATION: Make people debt slaves, eliminate property rights

Regulate small business out of existence with government-mandated minimum wages that bankrupt entire sectors of the economy. Force employers to meet hiring quotas of LGBT workers while mandating wage tiers under a centrally planned work economy dictated by the government. Destroy free market economics and deny permits and licenses to those companies that don’t obey government dictates.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - No property, equity for all
    - Internal Salesforce E-Mail Reveals Sr. Director Pushing to “End Customer Relationship” with NRA
    - World Economic Forum Presents: The Great Reset—”You’ll own nothing, and you’ll be happy.”
    - WEF’s Great Reset: What Would a World Without Personal Property Look Like?
    - Davos Patricians Want Your Property, Your Country, and Your Freedom
    - No Privacy & No Property: The World In 2030 According To The WEF
    - WEF: Private Property And Privacy Will Vanish By 2030
    - Salesforce bans some gun sellers from using its software
    - Citigroup restricts gun sales by business customers
    - FY22 Stakeholder Impact Report

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - Eradication of all property rights
    - Globalists are coming for your cars, your cash, and your bodily integrity, and if they succeed they will own everything and you will be their slave in the coming digitized feudal system
    - The Great Reset Will Render All Products As Services, to Implement ‘You Will Own Nothing’ by 2030 — Nwo Report
    - Agenda 21: The U.N. plan to take control of individual and American freedom
    - Biden’s Framework: Climate Brownshirts & Right to Steal Private Property
    - The Great Reset: Deep State Globalists Taking Over the World—and You!
    - Is there a war on your property rights? Agenda 2030 / Great Reset
    - Agenda 21 Simplified: The Eradication of Private Property Rights
    - Globalists would like to end private property by 2030
    - The Democrats Plan to Nationalize Land, Democratic
    - Private Property Rights and Socialism Do Not Mix
    - Agenda 21 and the War on Private Property
UN SDG #9: Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure

TRANSLATION: Eliminate personal transport / free travel, push environmental restrictions (public transit, toll roads)

Put nations into extreme debt with the World Bank, spending debt money to hire corrupt American corporations to build large-scale infrastructure projects that trap developing nations in an endless spiral of debt.

• WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda
  - WEF slaves, work from anywhere
    - World Economic Forum Presents: The Great Reset—A billion people will be displaced due to “climate change.”
    - The Future of Work: New Salesforce Research Reveals How Organizations Should Work in a Pandemic World
    - “The Digital HQ”: Benioff, Taylor, and Butterfield Share their Vision for the Future of Slack and Salesforce
    - Introducing Salesforce Anywhere: Technology Enabling the All-Digital, Work-From-Anywhere World
    - Goodbye to the modern office: Salesforce CEO Marc Benioff signals new shift
    - No Privacy & No Property: The World In 2030 According To The WEF
    - Salesforce Anywhere: Salesforce Mobile Solutions - Salesforce.com
    - WEF: Private Property And Privacy Will Vanish By 2030

• Country / Global Propaganda
  - Work from anywhere as directed; relocation, compliance
    - COVID Concentration Camps Now Activated In America, Roundups To Begin Soon
    - TYRANTS in USA NOW PUSHING FOR COVID INTERNMENT CAMPS
    - THE LOCATION OF CONCENTRATION CAMPS IN AMERICA
    - The Plan to Tag Us for the New World Order Slave System
    - Cut world population and redistribute resources
    - UN Concentration Camps Program In America
    - The Future Of Corporate Global Relocation
    - Slavery -- The New World Order
UN SDG #10: Reduced Inequalities
TRANSLATION: Mandate conformity, deploy regional / government bureaucracy

Punish the rich, the entrepreneurs and the innovators, confiscating nearly all gains by those who choose to work and excel. Redistribute the confiscated wealth to the masses of non-working human parasites that feed off a productive economy while contributing nothing to it... all while screaming about “equality!”

**WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**

- **Ukraine war as a rouse for the Digital ID and global surveillance state**
  - [Salesforce Announces Sustainability Cloud Scope 3 Hub and New Climate Commitments to Create a More Sustainable Future](#)
  - [Is Ukraine the Bedrock of the WEF’s Great Reset ‘Digital ID Wallet’ - Blueprint for the West?](#)
  - [Ukraine Quietly Releases WEF Social Credit Score Program Amid Distraction Of War](#)
  - [Unified Health Scoring | Health Cloud Administration | Salesforce Developers](#)
  - [Salesforce's Benioff Calls Artificial Intelligence a New Human Right](#)
  - [Environmental Sustainability - Salesforce.com](#)
  - [Net Zero Cloud Overview - Salesforce.com](#)

**Country / Global Propaganda**

- **Digital ID, social credit scores, the UN, tracking, tracing, rationing and lock downs**
  - [Mastercard & UN Join Forces With CO2 Monitoring Credit Card That Tracks, Cuts Off Spending When ‘Carbon Max’ Reached](#)
  - [United Nations’ Financial Leaders Want to Create a Social-Credit Score Based on a Person’s Internet History](#)
  - [ESG Scores: YOU Are Being Monitored, Evaluated, Against THEIR Criteria](#)
  - [SOCIAL CREDIT SCORE IS HERE NWO AGENDA EXPOSED 2022](#)
  - [Social Credit Score: Italy Testing New App that Monitors Behavior](#)
  - [China Social Credit System [Punishments & Rewards] in 2022](#)
  - [Social score system: A tool to oppress or reward citizens?](#)
  - [Coming soon: America’s own social credit system](#)
  - [Are Social Credit Scores Coming to America?](#)
  - [ID and Social Credit Score Systems](#)
UN SDG #11: Sustainable Cities and Communities

TRANSLATION: Create prison-like cities through mass surveillance / big-data

Ban all gun ownership by private citizens, concentrating guns into the hands of obedient government enforcers who rule over an unarmed, enslaved class of impoverished workers. Criminalize living in most rural areas by instituting Hunger Games-style "protected areas" which the government will claim are owned by "the People" even though no people are allowed to live there. Force all humans into densely packed, tightly controlled cities where they are under 24/7 surveillance and subject to easy manipulation by government.

- WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda
  - Global authoritarianism, SMART city playbook
    - With Klaus Schwab And His WEF Miscreants Now The ‘Self-Proclaimed Overlords’ Of Society, They Must Be Fought Tooth And Nail With Global Govt Bringing A Leftist Authoritarian Police State Technocracy
    - Building a Smart City Network: Tips and Tricks - Salesforce.com
    - What is a 'smart city'? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability | Microsoft
    - Smart Cities 2.0 - Salesforce Live

- Country / Global Propaganda
  - Global lockdowns, SMART cities, SMART grid, SMART surveillance
    - Governments Around The World to Restrict Movement of The People " HardLockDown Coming Fall 2022"
    - Total surveillance: SMART grid, SMART homes, SMART healthcare and a camera on every corner
    - Global Govt Bringing A Leftist Authoritarian Police State Technocracy
    - Total Data Domination: 5G, IoT, AI Surveillance And The Smart City
    - 5G Network = Cancer - New World Order / Deep State "Smart Grid"
    - Smart Cities Like NYC Are Creating a Mass Surveillance Nightmare
    - Cities 2030 – Cities for All: Implementing the New Urban Agenda
    - Smart Cities – Cities of the Future | Microsoft Industry
    - Smart Cities: The Perfection of the Prison Grid Society
    - Smart cities: Does ’smart city’ mean surveillance city?
    - How Smart Meters Invade Individual Privacy
    - 5G set to bring unparalleled surveillance
UN SDG #12: Responsible Consumption and Production
TRANSLATION: Deploy single monetary system, one-world (digital) currency in a cashless society

Begin levying punitive taxes on the consumption of fossil fuels and electricity, forcing people to live under conditions of worsening standards of living that increasingly resemble Third World conditions. Use social influence campaigns in TV, movies and social media to shame people who use gasoline, water or electricity, establishing a social construct of ninnies and tattlers who rat out their neighbors in exchange for food credit rewards.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - Digital currency governance, cashless society and the global controlled digital currency
    - Digital Currency Governance Consortium | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - Deloitte, PayPal: US retailers expect digital currency to be ubiquitous in 5 years
    - Is it time for a 'true global currency'? | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - WEF: Ascendance Of Central Bank Digital Currencies In Five Years
    - Great Reset: WEF Pushes Central Bank Controlled Cashless Society
    - Salesforce Joins Blockchain Bandwagon With New Ledger Tool
    - World Economic Forum calls for one-world currency
    - Mint NFTs on a Trusted Platform - Salesforce.com
    - The Future of Digital Currency is Here | Accenture
    - Salesforce is Building an NFT Cloud Service

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - Single currency pilots in progress around the world
    - Central Bank Digital Currencies: Which countries are using, launching or piloting CBDCs?
    - Digital Dollar Project to launch five U.S. central bank digital currency pilots
    - World's Oldest Central Bank Extends Digital Currency Test Till 2022
    - Biden's Plan for a Digital Dollar is a Massive Threat to Freedom
    - Biden takes big step toward government-backed digital currency
    - The US dollar could go digital. Here's what you need to know
    - 'Digital currency' system being tested in South Africa
    - ONE WORLD, ONE CURRENCY
    - | U.S. Department of the Treasury
    - About – Digital Dollar Project
    - Oh No. You Were Right
UN SDG #13: Climate Action

TRANSLATION: Deploy climate tyranny, ration energy, deploy cap and trade, carbon taxes/credits, footprint taxes

Set energy consumption quotas on each human being and start punishing or even criminalizing “lifestyle decisions” that exceed energy usage limits set by governments. Institute total surveillance of individuals in order to track and calculate their energy consumption. Penalize private vehicle ownership and force the masses onto public transit, where TSA grunts and facial recognition cameras can monitor and record the movement of every person in society.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - **Artificial intelligence, energy transition using technology**
    - [Artificial Intelligence is Critical Enabler of the Energy Transition](https://weforum.org)
    - [Here’s how AI will accelerate the energy transition](https://weforum.org)
    - [WEF: Harnessing artificial intelligence to accelerate the energy transition](https://weforum.org)
    - [Commonwealth Fusion, Backed by Gates, Soros, Benioff, Raises $1.8B](https://weforum.org)
    - [WEF Puppet Zelensky Pushes Europe to Transition to “Green Energy.”](https://salesforce.com)
    - [Go net zero now with Net Zero Cloud. - Salesforce.com](https://salesforce.com)
    - [Sustainability Services & Strategies | Accenture](https://accenture.com)
    - [Microsoft Cloud for Sustainability | Microsoft](https://microsoft.com)

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - **Ration energy, global warming narrative, global tyranny**
    - [Op-ed Reaffirms That Critics of Smart Meters Were Right About Utility Companies Wanting to Ration Energy](https://weforum.org)
    - [The Global-Warming Deception: How a Secret Elite Plans to Bankrupt America and Steal Your Freedom](https://weforum.org)
    - [Green Tyranny: Exposing the Totalitarian Roots of the Climate Industrial Complex](https://weforum.org)
    - [The Top 10 Climate Change Lies: Global Warming Lies & How to Catch Them!](https://weforum.org)
    - ‘Are smart meters being used to ration our energy use?’
    - [The Biggest Lies About Global Warming](https://weforum.org)
    - [EU Set to Ration Energy and Food](https://weforum.org)
    - [The Big Climate Change Lie/Hoax](https://weforum.org)
UN SDG #14: Life Below Water

TRANSLATION: Control the seas / control oceans including mineral rights from ocean floors

Ban most ocean fishing, plunging the food supply into an extreme shortage and causing runaway food price inflation that puts even more people into economic desperation. Criminalize the operation of private fishing vessels and place all ocean fishing operations under the control of government central planning. Only allow favored corporations to conduct ocean fishing operations (and make this decision based entirely on which corporations give the most campaign contributions to corrupt lawmakers).

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - **Ocean principles, population control**
    - Friends of Ocean Action > Friends of Ocean Action | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - Salesforce Launches New Initiatives to Grow Sustainable Ocean-Based Carbon Markets
    - Henry Kissinger, the World Economic Forum and Population Control
    - Salesforce Accelerates Ocean Sustainability Efforts - Salesforce News
    - Kissinger: Control Food and you Control the People

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - **Control water, food, energy and money**
    - Harvard & Gates Buying up Farms & Water While Funding Geoengineering, Food & Energy Prices Rise
    - How Globalists and Technocrats are planning to control the water supply and create a scientific diet
    - The Agenda 21 Water Police Are Making Their Move To Enslave America
    - Globalists to CONTROL all Water, Rivers, Lakes, Snowfall, Seas.
    - The Kissinger Report And The World Population Control
    - Population Control via Water Control - Agenda 21 News
    - 2022 UN Ocean Conference | United Nations
    - NWO Seeking Control of Earth’s Water
UN SDG #15: Life on Land

TRANSLATION: Control the land, deploy environmental restrictions, control resources and mineral rights

Roll out Agenda 21 and force humans off the land and into controlled cities. Criminalize private land ownership, including ranches and agricultural tracts. Tightly control all agriculture through a corporate-corrupted government bureaucracy whose policies are determined almost entirely by Monsanto while being rubber-stamped by the USDA. Ban woodstoves, rainwater collection and home gardening in order to criminalize self-reliance and force total dependence on government.

- **WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda**
  - Control resources through global supply chain processes, WEF, UN, NATO and global famine
    - Global hunger is rising, warns major UN report | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - WEF_Net_Zero_Challenge_The_Supply_Chain_Opportunity_2021.pdf (weforum.org)
    - Digitising Your Supply Chain: How to Compete in a Global Market - Salesforce
    - Are You Supporting Sustainable Supplier Relationships? | Salesforce
    - Is US/NATO (with WEF help) pushing for a Global South famine?
    - Rockefeller Foundation (Key Globalist entity) predicts Famine.
    - Expanding Salesforce to Manage Food & Beverage Compliance
    - Salesforce wants to make its supply chain more sustainable

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - Bill Gates, food shortages and famine
    - Are the Globalists Intentionally Destroying the Food Supply Chain to Create a Crisis of Hunger and Starvation?
    - Bill Gates is the biggest private owner of farmland in the United States. Why? | Nick Estes | The Guardian
    - GLOBALISTS HAVE JUST DELIVERED MULTIPLE FOOD SHORTAGE/FAMINE WARNINGS
    - Great Reset: Globalist Controlled New Zealand to Introduce ‘Climate Tax’ on Cattle and Sheep
    - The Democrats’ Plan To Nationalize Land, Democratic Socialism In Action
    - What is Bill Gates doing with all that farmland he’s buying up?
    - The Dangers of our Food Supply: We are no Longer in Control
    - Food Shortages Coming—Great Food Supply Reset Is Here
    - Europe Rations Food, Biden Destroys the World Economy
    - Bill Gates tells Reddit why he's bought so much farmland
    - The REAL reason Bill Gates is buying US land.
    - Why Is Bill Gates Buying So Much Farmland?
UN SDG #16: Peace, Justice and Strong Institutions

TRANSLATION: Create perpetual war, deploy UN “peacekeeping” missions, the International Court of (blind) Justice; force people together via fake refugee crises and then mediate with more “UN peacekeeping” when tension breaks out to gain more control over a region

Grant legal immunity to illegal aliens and “protected” minority groups, which will be free to engage in any illegal activity — including openly calling for the mass murder of police officers — because they are the new protected class in society. “Inclusive institutions” means granting favorable tax structures and government grants to corporations that hire LGBT workers or whatever groups are currently in favor with the central planners in government. Use the IRS and other federal agencies to selectively punish unfavorable groups with punitive audits and regulatory harassment, all while ignoring the criminal activities of favored corporations that are friends of the political elite.

- **Country / Global Propaganda**
  - Perpetual Tyranny: Endless Wars Are the Enemy of Freedom – The Burning Platform
  - It’s All About Perpetual War So That America Is Steeped In Perpetual Debt
  - The Senate’s New War Powers Bill Actually Expands Perpetual War
  - Perpetual War: How Does the Global War on Terror Ever End?
  - Agenda 21 And The Future Water Wars - Government Slaves
  - The 'War on Terror': The Globalization of Perpetual War
  - Stockman: Perpetual Debt, Perpetual War
UN SDG #17: Partnerships for the Goals

Translation: Deploy a one-world government, remove national sovereignty, promote globalism under the “authority”

Enact global trade mandates that override national laws while granting unrestricted imperialism powers to companies like Monsanto, Dow Chemical, RJ Reynolds, Coca-Cola and Merck. Pass global trade pacts that bypass a nation’s lawmakers and override intellectual property laws to make sure the world’s most powerful corporations maintain total monopolies over drugs, seeds, chemicals and technology. Nullify national laws and demand total global obedience to trade agreements authored by powerful corporations and rubber-stamped by the UN.

- WEF / Strategic Partner(s) Propaganda
  - One world government, circular economy to reshape the world in the Globalists’ image
    - Tony Blair Institute for Global Change (The Fundamentals of Tech Transformation: Cloud Policy)
    - Salesforce, Google Cloud Platform form integration, global infrastructure partnership
    - Behind the Scenes of Hyperforce: Salesforce’s Infrastructure for the Public Cloud
    - Klaus Schwab calls to form one-world government: ‘Daniel’s Fourth Kingdom’
    - On the Agenda / Global Governance | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - Let the force be with you: Data residency and Salesforce Hyperforce
    - Switzerland’s Secretive Banking System and the WEF’s “Great Reset”
    - Circular Economy | World Economic Forum (weforum.org)
    - UN And WEF Announce Plan To Accelerate 2030 Agenda
    - Microsoft Continues Global Expansion of Cloud Services
    - The World Economic Forum (WEF) and its Plans
    - Global Infrastructure | Google Cloud
    - Global Infrastructure (amazon.com)

- Country / Global Propaganda
  - Global tyranny, integrated global platform
    - The Paris Climate Agreement Is Really A Trojan Horse Towards Global Tyranny
    - Online Platform (2030 Connect) | Department of Economic and Social Affairs
    - UN’s AGENDA 21/2030 - The Hidden Agenda Of ‘Sustainable Development’
    - Our World Today: Why Governments Must Act Now
    - Home | World Government Summit
    - UN Global Platform
UN SDG #17: Partnerships for the Goals

TRANSLATION: Deploy a one-world government, remove national sovereignty, promote globalism under the “authority”
Call to Action

You Cannot Comply Your Way Out of Tyranny

Information based upon personal research – opinions are my own
Take Action

• **Commit to Ephesians II**
  - “Put on the full armor of God, so that you can make your stand against the devil’s schemes.”
  - The ONLY Way to defeat the NWO

• **Protect yourself from the NWO**
  - 14 Ways to Protect Yourself from the New World Order (NWO) Agenda

• **Declare the WEF a Terrorist Organization**
  - Petition · Declare the WEF a Terrorist Organization
The End